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Introduction – Menno Sanderse, Head of IR, Rio Tinto 
 

Good evening and good morning everybody, it’s Menno from Rio Tinto IR here.  
Welcome to our Q&A session for the climate and water seminar. It’s obviously a virtual 
event, due to the COVID-19 measures.  Thank you very much for your patience so far, 
with our rescheduling and for your participation today.  We assume you have all 
listened to the pre-recorded presentation on our website, so just a few instructions 
before we start.   

First, I will hand to J-S to make some introductory remarks, before we go to our Q&A 
session.  There are two ways to submit questions: you can submit questions via the 
‘Ask a Question’ function on the event page, or you can follow the operator’s 
instructions, and queue for a question.  We’ve also received some questions in 
advance, for which many thanks, and we will address those. 

We have speakers in five different locations for this call; we will clearly do our best to 
ensure all of your questions are answered.  In the event of a technical breakdown, 
please send any unanswered questions to the IR team and we will respond to those 
directly.   

On the line today, to answer your questions, we have J-S Jacques, Rio Tinto’s CEO; 
Jakob Stausholm, our CFO; Peter Toth, Head of Corporate Development; Simone 
Niven, Head of Corporate Relations; Nigel Steward, Head of Group Technical and 
Processing; and Theresia Ott, our Chief Advisor for Environment.   

I will now hand over to J-S for an introduction, followed by instructions from the 
operator on how to ask a question.  Thank you J-S. 

COVID-19 Response - J-S Jacques, Chief Executive, Rio Tinto 
 

Opening remarks 
Thank you Menno, good morning, good afternoon, good evening everyone.  There is 
absolutely no doubt that we are holding this session at an unprecedented time, as the 
world tries to contain COVID-19.  This global health pandemic is a tragedy on a global 
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scale, and we have all had to change the way we work and lead our lives.  At Rio, we 
have introduced a number of health and safety measures and we have business 
resilience teams in action across the business.   

We have five focus areas.  One is to maintain the health and safety of employees and 
communities.  Number two is to deliver product to our customers by protecting our 
assets.  Number three is to generate cash to maintain our balance sheet strength.  
Number four is to manage our partnerships with governments, customers, suppliers 
and shareholders.  And last but not least, to stay resilient as a business, as a team. 

We took the decision to go ahead with this event online rather than in person, for 
obvious reasons, as we believe it remains important to discuss sustainability issues, 
even at difficult times like these.  It is an opportunity for us to connect and continue 
the dialogue.  The global health pandemic creates another dimension to consider, 
around how to balance the delivery of the economic stimulus required, with the action 
needed to meet climate goals. This will require effort and cooperation between 
businesses, consumers, governments and shareholders, and it’s fair to say there are 
very different views on how to do this across countries, communities, politics and 
businesses.  And so as Menno said, we want to make use of the hour to have an 
interactive session. 

Clear purpose 

At the outset, I would like to remind everyone that at Rio, our purpose is clear; as 
pioneers in mining and metals, we produce materials essential to human progress.  
Rio Tinto provides the materials used in everyday life, such as copper, iron ore, 
aluminium and minerals.  Indeed, during the COVID-19 crisis, many governments 
around the world have defined the mining industry as essential, given the important 
economic and social contribution we make.  So, Rio has a significant role to play in 
the transition to a low-carbon economy.  Iron ore is an essential ingredient of steel, 
and steel is an essential material for human progress.  There is no viable low-carbon 
alternative as things stand. 

Our Canadian aluminium business is at the bottom of the cost and emissions curve, 
thanks to our hydro base and sector-leading technology.  Copper will play a key role 
in the energy transition, with renewables typically being more copper intensive.  We 
are growing our copper exposure, through our existing pipeline, through exploration.   
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Looking to the future, we are also transforming our portfolio of products, underpinned 
by world-class assets to support the transition to a low-carbon economy.  For example, 
we are the only large diversified company not mining coal or extracting oil and gas, as 
we are having this conversation.  Our aim remains to perform today, and transform for 
tomorrow.  Key to our strong financial performance, and subsequent contribution to 
society is sustainability, an important enabler of our strategy. 

On climate, our ambition is clear, to get to net zero by 2050.  This is a massive 
undertaking.  It means all our future growth will need to be carbon neutral, and we will 
need new technologies and partnerships to deliver it. We do not have a roadmap right 
now, but rest assured, we are working on it.  Our 2030 targets are based on detailed 
analysis, an additional 30% reduction in emission intensity from operations, an 
additional 15% reduction in absolute emissions from our operations.  It comes on the 
back of a 46% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions since 2008.   

Our targets were developed through detailed marginal abatement cost curve analysis, 
or MACC, asset by asset.  But of course, we will try to do better and more quickly.  We 
believe it is now about action and results.  Indeed, that is why we will invest a further 
$1 billion in climate change over the next five years, to support our work and that of 
our customers and suppliers. 

On water; our new water targets will help us to be better stewards of this precious 
resource, whether in areas we operate where water is scarce, or regions where it is 
plentiful.  Water is vital; it is important to communities, and we understand it is a 
precious resource.  We have set our plans and targets carefully and accordingly, and 
we would be happy to discuss all of the above today.   

So, on this note, if I can turn to the operator to open the lines for questions, and then 
let’s get on with it.  

Q&A 
 

QUESTION: Good morning J-S and team, thanks for hosting the seminar, and also 
thanks for the recent excellent climate change report.  J-S, I’ve just got a few 
questions, they’re actually quite specific and the first one is actually on the Pilbara and 
the solar investment.  I just want to explore the economics of the present and also 
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future solar economics.  Just curious about how those investments compete with West 
Australian gas, and/or another way of asking it, what are the underlying assumptions 
on the gas price and the carbon price used to make those investments NPV positive, 
present and future?   

And then secondly, really a philosophical question J-S about operating aluminium 
smelters.  It seems to me that the majority of aluminium smelters globally are on coal 
or gas.  The question is, can you actually operate an aluminium smelter on non-hydro 
renewables?  And is that an option at any point in the future, for the industry, to be 
able to ramp down smelters, during the evening time and actually ramp them up in the 
daytime, and sacrifice some current efficiency and overall efficiency?  And is that at 
all an option in a long run for Pacific aluminium?  Thank you. 

 

J-S Jacques:  

Okay, thank you.  I’m going to ask Jakob to answer the question on the CAPEX in the 
Pilbara.  But, you know I can’t comment about prices, so I thank you for asking 
questions that are on price, but you know I won’t give you any price, otherwise the 
lawyers will kill me.   

Jakob, you want to pick up the question on Pilbara on the returns and, then I’ll turn 
maybe to Peter Toth to spell out the full portfolio of options that we have, and the 
returns, how we look at.  And maybe then I’ll turn to Nigel on the question on the 
smelters, but Jacob, the floor is yours on the CAPEX and the returns. 

 

Jakob Stausholm, CFO:  

Yes, thanks.  Good afternoon. Look, we went through the normal rigorous investment 
evaluation process on the Pilbara renewables.  You should bear in mind that this one 
is supporting the Koodaideri mine, so you have here the advantage of having firming 
from elsewhere, but a new energy need, so it doesn’t replace existing, and that’s why 
the economics are attractive.  I mean, we’re not disclosing exactly the gas prices we’re 
using, but we use the gas prices at the time of the investment evaluation.  And it turned 
out, it’s not the world’s most profitable investment but it is an investment that has a 
return above cost of capital.  Thank you. 
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J-S Jacques:  

Thank you Jakob.  Peter Toth, if you want to say a few words about the pipeline that 
we have about options, because it’s fair to say that at this stage, some of those 
investments are a no-brainer, but in the long-term some of them are going to become 
more complicated.  So, if you want to take us through the abatement curve, that would 
be great. 

 

Peter Toth, Head of Corporate Development: 

I think the answer to your question lies in the abatement curve, as J-S referred to in 
his opening speech.  And there are a couple of examples in the TCFD report that 
you see.  And really, the hierarchy of potential projects that we’re looking at, based 
on the abatement curves, it really goes from everything, the low-hanging fruit, in 
terms of just pure carbon intensity improvements, and then we look at the energy 
switching opportunities.  And it’s predominantly – as you pointed out, - those 
opportunities are predominantly going to present themselves in the Pilbara, switching 
out of gas into renewables. 

And if you look at the shape of the MAC curves, you see that these are the projects 
that are immediately in positive NPV territory and they are the no-brainers and they 
form the foundation of most of the projects behind our 2030 targets.   

Now, if you go above that, and you should cross the net zero line on the abatement 
curve, then you get into projects that at the moment rely on technology that doesn’t 
exist, or a carbon price assumption that is individual to the project.  And then you get 
into the electrification of the mining fleet, for example in the Pilbara, and then beyond 
that you look into breakthrough technology such as Elysis and others which we may 
talk about.   

So, the answer lies in the abatement curve; there’s a whole bunch of options we're 
looking at, 60 projects that go behind the scope one and two targets.  And then as time 
goes on, and technologies are developed and commercialised, and the carbon price 
assumptions crystallise, then those projects come into the project portfolio.   
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J-S Jacques:  

Thank you Peter.  Maybe before we move to aluminium, let me step back and say two 
things in relation to Pilbara.  The beauty of the Pilbara is it’s a ring-fenced power 
system, and because of the investment we made a few years ago about the gas 
turbine that we have, we can switch on, switch off them very easily.  So, we have a 
unique position where it’s a closed system and we have the firming already invested.   

So, there is a pipeline of options; there will be a pathway to be able to reduce the 
carbon footprint of the Pilbara over time, as per what Peter Toth said.  But it should 
work; the economies should work.  And remember the Pilbara is around – it’s in the 
report, in the TCFD the report version 2.0 is around 3 million tonnes of CO2 per year. 

So, there is a pathway here, there are some areas which will be difficult, for example, 
the railway will be difficult, but there is a pathway to really improve the footprint of the 
Pilbara over time.   

Now, in other areas, as Peter said, is, let’s be clear, at some point in time, in some 
geographies, unless there is a breakthrough on technology or unless there is a carbon 
pricing put in place in that specific geography, or any other form of market mechanism, 
it’s going to be very, very difficult to justify investing in those projects.  And that’s why 
when we went to the market in early March, what we said is, our mission to 2050 is 
very clear, we want to be net carbon neutral by 2050.  However, we do not have the 
full solution, the full roadmap as we are having this conversation, okay?  And we want 
to be very clear, the ambition is there, but we don’t know how to get there, and we are 
very open and transparent about this one. 

And then the second point we said is, we believe we will be able to get to the position 
we disclosed for 2030, on the back of the existing technology and the pipeline of 
projects that we have.  All right?  We can get there.  Is it going to be easy?  The answer 
is no, but we see a pathway to get there, in the way which is creating value for our 
shareholders as well.   

Now, what we are saying as well, and that’s a very important piece, is we are ready to 
put $1 billion dollar in the next five years, in order to do two things.  One is to underpin 
some of the projects that will change the carbon footprint of Rio Tinto between now 
and 2030, and very important, invest in partnership with our customers, or sometimes 
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our peers, and ELYSIS in aluminium is a good example of it, in order to develop their 
technologies that will be required beyond 2030 in order to meet the 2050 ambition. 

So, we don’t have the full solution today.  We can see a pathway to 2030, but we need 
to work and invest jointly with other people, to get the technology solution above and 
beyond the 2030.  So, that’s one piece.   

Now, if I move to the question on the smelters, Nigel, do you want to explain why 
switching on and off a smelter is not a good idea, because you destroy the economics, 
you destroy the quality of the refractories? 

 

Nigel Steward, Head of Technology-Processing:  

Yes, certainly, I think – aluminium smelters, I think, can play an extremely important 
part in the introduction of more renewables onto a grid, because we can offer key 
services, like frequency response and power shedding, and also potentially 
modulation as well of power.  So, it actually aids and supports the introduction of more 
renewables on the grid, because we can actually stabilise the grid through those 
power-shedding actions.  And as an industry we’ve done that before, and within our 
company we’ve done that before, providing that sort of surface, even on conventional 
grids.   

But I think you’re quite right, as we modulate very, very steeply, which may be required 
if you have more and more renewables introduced onto a grid, it starts to become very, 
very difficult.  We do lose out on current efficiency; we will lose out potentially on 
product quality as well, so that’s something if we did need to do this, we would certainly 
have to do a lot of work to figure out ways to solve those problems. 

 

J-S Jacques:  

All right, I think we’ve covered a lot of the ground.  Why don’t we move to the next 
question? 
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QUESTION :  

First on steelmaking and what are the economics currently of replacing met coal with 
hydrogen?  When do you think this could become a reality?  And just with steelmaking 
as well, and reducing CO2, isn’t the best way just using scrap, which isn’t obviously 
good news for yourselves?  So is that not a big elephant in the room, with steelmaking 
reducing CO2? 

And then secondly, just ELYSIS is obviously huge in terms of your 2050 ambitions.  
Could you give us a bit of a sense on the timing of – the milestones with ELYSIS  I 
mean, it sounds from what you’re saying that this is a post-2030 technology.  You’re 
saying in your slides that it will reduce OPEX, but obviously there will be a CAPEX 
element, and could you give us a sense as to what retrofitting might look like, and 
when we can start getting more confidence that this is a reality?  Thank you. 

 

J-S Jacques:  

Okay, thank you, actually there are five questions in this one.  Before I turn to Peter 
Toth on the steelmaking, let me deal with maybe a few of the other questions.   

You’re absolutely right, what we’ve said between now and 2030, it’s primarily on the 
basis of our existing technologies, what we can see today.  We may go slightly faster, 
and I’ll give you an example.  One of the key elements that we are looking at, and I 
think Peter we are discussing that, is about the electrification of our fleet.  And if you 
were to have a conversation with the two larger suppliers of planet earth I cannot 
name; one being in the US and one being in Japan, they would tell you we are more 
or less ten years away from having the big haul trucks being fully electrified. 

Now if – because of battery technology, by the way.  If this can be brought forward, 
then we can move faster.  But for us to meet the ambition between now and 2030, it 
is primarily on the back of existing technology. Now beyond 2030, it’s a different 
ballgame, and here there are a lot of new technologies that will be required.  And/or 
changes in terms of policy settings, because at some point in time, to use your 
expression, the big elephant in the room is more around what market mechanism, 
what policy setting the different governments will put in place to incentivise the 
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companies to move down this road.  Right?  And today it’s not clear-cut what is going 
to be the solution to this problem. 

Now, very quickly before I let Peter to answer the question on the hydrogen, and if we 
can build on the partnership that we have with Baowu and Tsinghua on this one is, on 
your question on scrap, the question about the scrap is, as you know, there are two 
questions; one is the quality of the steel you can produce on the back of scrap.  And 
you have an issue, as you know, if you want to do a high quality rolling product for 
example, for the automotive, and today, people have not cracked the code at large 
scale.  But fundamentally, the question about the scrap is you need lots of electricity 
to melt the scrap, as you know, through an EF converter.  The question is where the 
energy is coming from.  And if you are in the situation like many countries where the 
electricity is coming from the coal fired power station, I don’t think you have made any 
progress whatsoever from that perspective.  So, in that sense, that’s one aspect. 

The second aspect is you shouldn’t forget, without getting too much into the technical 
details is, when you use a blast furnace route, you can flex the scrap ratio that you 
have in the steel plant between 5% and 25%.  And therefore there is a way to use the 
scrap in your blast furnace route as well.   

So, the scrap can be part of the solution but it’s highly dependent on your ability to 
secure green energy to support, to feed your EF converter.  Looking forward, the big 
question about hydrogen in steelmaking, Mr Toth, where are you in your discussion 
with Baowu and Tsinghua who are leaders in that field?   

 

Peter Toth:  

As J-S led into it, the majority of the carbon footprint of the steel industry comes from 
the use of Metallurgical coal in the reduction process in the blast furnace.  So, if you 
look at it in terms of all the raw materials, the iron ore for example, the carbon footprint 
of iron ore is very small in the overall scheme of things.  So, the steel industry is 
focusing very heavily on looking at different technologies to take the metallurgical coal 
and that whole reduction process out of the steelmaking process, and different 
technologies, the carbon capture and hydrogen is shaping up to be, at this point in 
time, the most promising technology.   
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However, you know, it’s early days.  There are a couple of pilot plants in the world, 
one in Sweden, and those in China, that are trying to look at – initially breaking the 
code on the technology, and they’ll look at how to commercialise that.  But to answer 
your question, we’re looking – at this point in time - we’re looking at the 2040s, not 
earlier than that, unless there is a technology breakthrough that we don’t see, just as 
yet. 

The partnership we’ve got with Baowu and Tsinghua University, a big part of that, the 
focus of that partnership, will be looking at these technologies in general, and 
hydrogen specifically.  Baowu does have a hydrogen pilot plant.  They are looking at 
– potentially looking at different energy inputs into the production of hydrogen such as 
nuclear, in how to produce hydrogen, and then how to use that hydrogen in the 
reduction processes.   

So, our partnership there is very important, and it’s going to have a major focus on 
hydrogen as one of the projects that we move forward.  But unfortunately, if you look 
at ELYSIS, it has been 25 years in the making, and we are now on the cusp of a 
breakthrough in terms of the commercialisation.  Hydrogen is a lot further down the 
curve in terms of development and ultimately commercialisation for some time yet.   

 

J-S Jacques:  

Thank you, Peter.  The other point I would say, is the following.  We shouldn't forget 
about there would be a switching cost.  If you have to convert some of your blast 
furnaces in some fashion to do it, ideally, you would do it when you are facing a big 
decision in terms of realigning of your blast furnaces, as an example.  So, when you 
build a blast furnace, as you know, the shell is for 15 years, potentially 20 years, 
depending how you run it.   

So even if there were to be a breakthrough today, and there are a lot of ifs and buts, 
as Peter mentioned, is the truth of the matter, it would take – if you think there's more 
than a billion tonnes of blast furnace capacity globally, it would take some time to 
switch from one position to another.  But so if you ask us, do we believe that hydrogen 
could work, yes, let's do the work.  But is it going to have any impact between now and 
2030? Very unlikely beyond an industrial pilot scale. 

Why don't we move to another question? 
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QUESTION:  

Thank you. And I would like to start by echoing other's thanks for the report and 
recordings, and in particular keeping interactive engagement going with investors 
through the COVID-19 crisis.  But my question really builds on comments about the 
interaction between technology and policy, especially thinking about these very hard-
to-abate sectors like steel.  And as you are aware, there are ‘coalitions of the willing’ 
that are being built across FTSE 100 companies and others in the run-up to COP26 
next year.  And I would be interested to know if Rio Tinto is assessing joining the Net 
Zero Steel initiative in this context?  And of course, we are aware that you are already 
members of the Energy Transition Commission, which is one of the partners behind 
the Mission Possible Platform that includes the steel initiative. 

 

J-S Jacques:  

Thank you for your question. Peter, do you want to pick up this one, because I know 
you are looking into it is as we speak.  So the floor is yours. 

 

Peter Toth:  

Thanks for the question.  Yeah, look, we've got our eyes firmly fixed on COP26. And 
as you say, we are hoping that governments certainly raise their ambitions with 
regards to redefining the pathway to decarbonising the world. As you say, we are very 
active members of the Energy Transition Commission, both at the commissioner level 
and the different working groups. And we actually just recently participated in the Net 
Zero Steel initiative workshop that has taken place, and that was very helpful for us.  
And we will be considering whether to join it, and whether it makes sense for Rio Tinto. 
We are still going through that process.   

As J-S alluded to, partnerships are a very, very important part of our climate strategy 
going forward, and we certainly want to make sure we focus on the right partnerships 
and invest in the right projects going forward.  But the net-zero steel initiative is on our 
radar, and both in context of the ETC as well as our steel supply chain decarbonisation 
initiatives, and we are considering it. 
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J-S Jacques:  

Thank you, Peter.  So, more to come on that topic.  Can we move to the next question 
please? 

 

QUESTION:  

Thanks to you guys for this event. I think the format appears to work well, so more 
pioneering. Two questions. One, touched on the first one.  I just need you to provide 
any colour at all towards some of the timelines around ELYSIS.  It looks like you're 
making some very good progress on the commercialisation side.   

And Peter, you mentioned in your recording that sustainability now is as important as 
traditional financial metrics when you're assessing a project.  How does this work in 
practice?  Is this a binary on-off filter that you put for wider bases or do you start to 
look at some flexing capital hurdles or anything climate-related I guess, with some of 
the projects maybe not reaching traditional capital hurdles but overall could help to 
reduce capital cost?  How do you think about that? 

 

J-S Jacques:  

Okay.  Thank you for your question.  Nigel, can you start with ELYSIS, because that's 
your baby to a large extent?  And then we move to Peter Toth and Jakob on how we 
assess the decision making process.  Nigel? 

 

Nigel Steward:  

Thanks, J-S.  Thanks for the question.  Where ELYSIS is sitting at the moment, just to 
put things in perspective is that it's very much an R&D project, as you know, and we 
run stage-gate process.  We go through five stages from idea, proof-of-concept, 
piloting, demonstration, right through to implementation.  And it's really at the end of 
the implementation we'll figure out the commercialisation side of it.   

So, where we're currently sitting is in that piloting stage.  So, we've still got two more 
stage gates to pass before we can consider anything around commercialisation.  But 
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what is encouraging for us, of course, and you alluded to it, is that even in the piloting 
phase we've been able to supply or ELYSIS has been able to supply LME quality metal 
to Apple.  So this is really where we're sitting at the moment.  So we're still very much 
an R&D project and still going ahead, but this is probably the closest we've ever seen 
to a solution. 

For those of you who don't know, Hall’s first anode, back in 1886, was actually a copper 
anode.  He was aiming for an inert anode even back then, but – think about it – actually 
contaminated the metal with copper.  So, he needed to change to a carbon anode, 
and we've been stuck with that carbon anode ever since.  So, the industry has been 
trying to do this for 130-odd years, and this is very much the closest we've ever seen 
to being successful.  And I think that supply of metal to Apple really attests to that. 

 

J-S Jacques:  

Nigel, can you put more flesh on the bone on what's happening with our pilot plant in 
the Saguenay, to give a sense of it becoming reality.  I mean, we have a pot-line.  Can 
you – I know you can't disclose too much on either - but give it some more flavour 
please. 

 

Nigel Steward:  

We are constructing a larger pilot now, which is really the precursor to putting this into 
– and retrofitting into cells in Quebec.  The pilot is actually under construction at the 
moment and it's in a research facility at ELYSIS's building on Complexe Jonquiere in 
the Arvida region of the Saguenay.  And near to where our Corporate Research and 
Development Centre is.  So, that's actually in construction at the moment.  Saw some 
pictures of it last week, so the construction is well ahead.  And we're looking to start 
that up, hopefully, before the end of this year.  So, that will be the next scale of piloting 
at a relatively large scale. 

 

J-S Jacques:  

It is a full-size cell.  You agree? 
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Nigel Steward:  

No, it's not 

 

J-S Jacques:  

Oh, okay. 

 

Nigel Steward:  

I can tell you, it's as big as some smelters used to be in the past, yes.  But it's still a 
pilot.  We are aiming even higher. 

 

J-S Jacques:  

Okay, very good.  Yes, Jakob, you want to cover how we assess the sustainability in 
our investment criteria and how do we do the calc? 

 

Jakob Stausholm:  

Yeah, thank you. We've actually done this for many, many years, for decades where 
we have taken into consideration not just a number of things within sustainability but 
also potential carbon pricing, etc.  But, obviously, right now, the numbers are going 
up.  We are committed to spend $1 billion, some of it being CAPEX, some of it being 
OPEX.  It's simply just part of the normal capital allocation framework.  Some of it is 
sustained CAPEX, some of it goes together with growth CAPEX, goes together with 
replacement CAPEX.  But it goes through the same rigour.  And as I mentioned earlier 
in the seminar, we are very happy that so far we have not been faced with a situation 
where we have taken an investment decision below the cost of capital.  Thank you. 

 

J-S Jacques:  

Yeah.  I like that question, because part of the question which was around is it binary 
or not.  What I can tell you now, which maybe was not the case even a few years ago, 
let's say, two or three years ago, as far as I can remember, is when we look at a project 
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now, and that's one point I made very clear in the speech, and in the – when we 
disclosed the new target in early March, is in order to meet those emissions 2030, or 
definitely 2050, all the growth has to be carbon-neutral in some fashion, right, either 
at the project level or across our entire system.   

So when we have the conversation now at the Investment Committee, there is a 
concession about, okay, fine, so where is your carbon footprint?  And forget about the 
carbon pricing for one minute, is how are you going to be able to offset it and what's 
going to be the cost point?  And the conversation starts to be very interesting, if I'm 
honest. 

So, do we have all the answers today?  The answer is clearly no.  But we are not in a 
binary mode.  But we are looking through the lens of the system which is really around 
how are we going to be able to offset it either at the project level or across the Group. 

 

Peter Toth:  

J-S, if I may, just a quick comment.  There is nothing more satisfying for a strategy guy 
to see when the strategy makes its way into the practical application.  But, as J-S said, 
if you sit through an Investment Committee at Rio Tinto today, the carbon footprint of 
an asset and the project is discussed at equal level, be it cost, productivity, capital 
intensity, and it's given absolutely equal weighting in the decision-making process. 

Now, what's also encouraging is that the carbon footprint of an asset or a project is 
now a direct correlation with some of the cost and productivity achievement that we 
assume behind it.  So, it's starting to merge it together and, talking about CO2 
emissions is now completely embedded into the day-to-day functioning of the 
business.  And the Investment Committee is just one example; in the operational 
sense, it's also totally assumed now. 

 

J-S Jacques:  

And I think the implementation piece is from the strategic standpoint.  At the end of the 
day, the strategy of Rio is an asset strategy, all right.  And you've got some pretty good 
slides where we start to show you what in our portfolio not only the company's position 
in a traditional way, which is your cost or your margin position.  But we look at it as 
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well through the lens of the CO2 emissions.  At some point in time, those two 
dimensions will merge into one, but we are not there yet.  But now, when we look at 
the portfolio we look through the two lenses.  One is the profitability competitive 
position, and the other lens is through the carbon footprint. 

All right. Why don't we move – I just want to give time to everybody to ask questions.  
So, can we move to the next question please? 

 

Menno Sanderse:  

Let's take two or three questions that have come in on the web rather than via the call.  
The first one that's come in several times is really around Scope 3.  And the gist of it 
is that people are saying several oil majors and the one major mining company have 
set targets for Scope 3, and one other major mining group is promising to do so later 
this year.  Why is Rio Tinto not yet committed to this? 

 

J-S Jacques:  

Okay.  Peter, do you want to pick it up? 

 

Peter Toth:   

Thanks for the question.  Look, we've spent a huge amount of time during the last 
couple of years understanding our Scope 3 exposure, and also understanding the 
intricacies of the supply chains where those Scope 3 emissions come from.  And then, 
getting our head around what is the actual number and then can we set a target.   

Now, so the summary answer I would give is that we can't set a Scope 3 target – very 
simply, because we do not have any carbon in our portfolio.  We are the only mining 
major who doesn't have any fossil fuel in the portfolio – so no oil, no gas, no 
metallurgical coal and no thermal coal.  And this is very relevant because when you 
talk about Scope 3, I think what's becoming evident is one size does not fit all.   

And it's a very important thing to go into a little bit of the detail.  Some of our peers, 
mining peers, oil and gas peers use different methodologies to set a Scope 3 target.  
And one is the depletion, what I call the depletion methodology.  And that simply is 
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that – those producers who have got coal in their portfolio simply deplete – they make 
a decision not to reinvest in the portfolio, deplete their resources, deplete their 
production and deplete their sales.  And that delta between now and the future, they 
count that reduction as a Scope 3 target.  Now, we can't use that methodology, as I 
said, because we don't produce and don't sell carbon. 

Now, the oil and gas majors use what I call the substitution methodology to set a Scope 
3 target.  And that's – they rely on – so, let's assume they sell 100 units of energy.  If 
you switch from oil to gas, obviously, you sell the same amount of energy but at a 
lower carbon footprint.  And if you switch from gas to renewables you reduce your 
carbon footprint even further.  So, you can sell the same 100 units of energy with a 
significantly lower carbon footprint and then the oil majors count that delta as a Scope 
3 target.  Again, back to the beginning, we don't have oil and gas in the portfolio; 
we can't use that switching methodology. 

So, as I said, one size does not fit all.  We don't have carbon in the portfolio, we can't 
deplete, we can't substitute, therefore we can't – it's not practical for us to set Scope 
3 targets.  But it's important what we do, though, which is very important is the 
partnership aspect, and we touched on that earlier.  Where we are focussing on is 
strategic, meaningful, very practical partnerships with key players across both the steel 
and the aluminium supply chain where we work together in those partnerships to 
identify opportunities to reduce the carbon footprint of the supply chain.   

That's the reason why Rio Tinto is not setting the Scope 3 target.  And that goes back 
to the point that one size does not fit all.  And it does make a difference what 
commodities individual companies have in their portfolio. 

 

J-S Jacques:  

Thanks, Peter.  Shall we take a question from the line? 

 

Menno Sanderse:  

The second question from on the web is on water.  The question is where and what 
are Rio Tinto's biggest risks in both water scarce and water abundant environments in 
the portfolio?  Theresia, you want to pick it up please? 
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Theresia Ott, Chief Advisor Environment:  

Thanks very much.  So, yeah, that's a great question.  And J-S alluded in the 
introduction, we have a very context-specific approach to water.  And as you would 
have seen in the presentation, we use four key water risks to identify priorities in this 
area for management. 

So, the first there is water resource – the availability for our operations, our host 
communities and the environment.  And the second, dewatering – ensuring that 
access to ore bodies and the displacement of water for this doesn't put ecosystems at 
risk.  The third there is water quantity and quality.  Here, we're looking at mitigating 
the impacts that our operations could have on water flows and quality in the 
environments where we operate.  And then finally, long-term water obligations and 
making sure that we minimise the need for ongoing water management post-closure 
through effective water management throughout the life of mine. 

So, to answer that question, really, in water scarce areas, we only have 40% of our 
sites that have been classified by the WBCSD global water assessment tool as being 
water scarce.  And none of those sites are actually impacted by this risk due to the 
way we have included water management in the design and execution of those sites. 

If we look at water from a quantity and quality perspective, and consider that the 
majority of our operations are actually in subtropical zones, such as our bauxite mines 
in Queensland, Australia, here the risk of ensuring that the water that we reintroduce 
into the environment is – is that we can run open loops, in fact, and that water is 
consistent with the quality of the environment that we found ourselves in. 

So really, it's very context-specific, but we use those four themes to make sure that 
we have the right controls in place.  Thank you. 

 

J-S Jacques:  

Thank you very much, Theresia.  All right, shall we move on to another question, 
Menno? 
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Menno Sanderse:  

There's one more that has come back quite a few times on the web.  It's around 
industry organisations.  The gist is industry organisations offer an important voice in 
the debate.  And why does Rio Tinto remain a member of the MCA in Australia when 
it's often cited as an organisation that's somewhat controversial in this area? 

 

J-S Jacques:  

Simone, can you pick up this one please? 

 

 

Simone Niven, Head of Corporate Relations:  

Sure. Hi everyone, and it's a question we do get quite often.  I think let me start by 
answering it with just a few points on how we see the role of industry associations 
across the board.  In essence, we believe it has an important role to play specifically 
on things like, for example, sharing best practice.  I think there is an important role 
they have to play on the development of standards, particularly around things like 
safety and tailings management.  It also provides a platform for the industry to spend 
some time discussing challenges as well as opportunities around good policy 
outcomes.  So, we do think industry associations have an important role to play. 

What I would say, though, there is an increasing level of scrutiny around industry 
associations, I would say specifically in the role they play around policy, advocacy, 
and I would say climate and environment policy in particular is obviously a hot topic.  
And so, to increase transparency, in 2018, we published our principles which really 
govern our approach to how we see and participate in the industry associations.  And 
part of that disclosure was including specific commentary around where industry 
association policy, including the MCA, differs from our policy.  We also put some 
information which showed our payments to the top five industry groups in terms of 
membership fee.   

So, we have increased our transparency.  We have been clear where there are 
differences in terms of policy around climate.  And we have been, certainly over the 
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last 6-12 months, working quite closely with the Mineral Council of Australia, J-S and 
our Chairman, Simon Thompson, has met with them on numerous times and 
occasions, and we have been quite specific on where our policy is different from theirs. 

My understanding is the MCA is due imminently, in the next few months, to release 
their Climate Action Policy, which we and other members of the MCA have been 
working with them on. 

So we do think, to summarise, that industry associations do play an important role.  
But we also know that where there are policy differences, they need to be clear and 
we need to work with them to find a point of collaboration.  So, thanks very much, J-
S. 

 

 

J-S Jacques:  

Thank you Simone.   

 

QUESTION:  

Thank you very much.  Thank you for the presentation today and for the discussion.  I 
would like build on the comments around policy.  More specifically, you alluded to the 
places where you say we need a global carbon tax or we need taxes or we need 
stronger policy.  But can you give a bit more colour about how we can actually make 
this happen?  Any particular areas where you would feel the jurisdictions, the policy 
environment is ripe for a push from large mining companies, or potentially are other 
investors interested in this idea and driving forward the conversation?  Thank you very 
much. 

 

J-S Jacques:  

Thank you for the question.  I'll start and then ask Peter maybe to provide more details.  
What we are saying is, two important points is, we believe that market-based 
mechanism will be an enabler to meet, globally, the carbon target, okay?  Now, one of 
the key elements, and we have been very clear on this one, very vocal on this one, is 
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we have to ensure that there is a level playing field, all right?  Because if you do not 
have a level playing field then you will achieve absolutely nothing whatsoever and 
there will be distortion in the market and you won't achieve what you want to do.   

So, at the macro level, from Rio's standpoint is we want to be part of the solution.  We 
believe that the framework will be important.  It's fair to say in the past there have been 
some attempts by some geographies that were not very successful.  And from our 
perspective is we do not have strong views on what mechanism should be put in place.  
But what we are very conscious of is about ensuring there is a level playing field; 
otherwise, you are not going to achieve what you want to do. 

Peter, do you want to build on this position and give some examples? 

 

Peter Toth:  

If you look at – what I would – how I would frame the conversation, if you look at the 
level of success in terms of achieving net zero by 2050 for any individual company, for 
any individual commodity, for any individual supply chain or even a country.  The two 
determinants, if you look at climate scenarios is – one is technology, and the other one 
is level of global coordination manifesting itself in policy development.  So the policy – 
so we talk about the importance of technology, but the other critical success factor is 
in policy.   

And the only thing I would say to you, at the moment the policy landscape is incredibly 
murky – it was murky before COVID; there is a big, big progress since Paris, that 
COP26 hopefully will further contribute.  I think COVID is not helping in that regard.  
But where I’m going with this is that it requires, that in order to achieve what J-S has 
described in terms of market-based mechanism, especially if you’ve got cross-border 
interactions involved, to achieve a level playing field, there needs to be a level of policy 
development, which at the moment is just not foreseen.   

So, look, I’m not trying to avoid your question but we’re far away from being…   what 
we do do is, we’ve been applying the carbon price to our price assumptions for many 
decades now.  At the moment we do that very much on the basis of individual 
commodities and individual geographies.  It’s not a perfect methodology but that’s the 
best we’ve got at the moment.  In order for this to become a more meaningful, both 
conversation and then application across industries and countries, the policy debate 
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and the level of policy development need to step up significantly.  It is one of the two 
critical success factors, as I said, along technology that will be required to crack the 
code on a net zero by 2050 pathway. 

 

J-S Jacques:  

So, maybe to go on this point is – and maybe I’ll turn to Simone on this one – I think 
it’s important to understand why the Rio-Tsinghua-Baowu partnership is so so 
important because – and you heard it from Peter earlier today - Baowu which is – I 
think that, I have to check - now maybe the largest steel-maker on planet earth.  It’s 
already doing a lot of work on hydrogen and other technologies and so and so forth.  
But the interesting piece is Tsinghua University, which is – I don’t want to say the 
leading university in China but I think it could be true, is clearly one of the leaders in 
terms of policies, in terms of environment.  And therefore, what we’re trying to do 
through this partnership is trying to find pragmatic solutions to the problems that we 
want to solve here.   

But maybe, Simone, if you want to say a few words because you were in discussion 
with Tsinghua a few weeks ago, so where are we on those questions about policy 
setting in relation to Tsinghua and Baowu? 

 

Simone Niven:  

Thanks J-S, we are excited about the partnership.  We have had a very longstanding 
relationship with Tsinghua University so we’re now into a five-year partnership with 
them on the sustainable development more broadly.  And we’ve just agreed an 
extension, a five-year extension, of that partnership, which will focus a lot on climate 
change.  And we had an excellent conversation last week actually with them on some 
of the policy settings and opportunities.  So, looking at things like policy and research 
around R&D to support, carbon neutral strategy, particularly of iron and the steel 
industry supply.  They’re doing, and have been doing, a lot of work on methodology 
for climate change mitigation and adaptation, so that will form a part of our new 
planning with them.  And looking at technology road maps and looking at research that 
can, I think, help inform our own strategy and ambition for net zero.  But also we want 
to wrap some of their policy and research specifically in this space into the broader 
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Baowu-Tsinghua-Rio Tinto partnership.  So lots of opportunities –they are leading in 
many respects on climate, certainly in China, so lots of opportunities with Tsinghua 
but also with Baowu, which Peter talked about. 

 

J-S Jacques:  

Yeah, thank you, Simone.  I mean, maybe before we move to another question, what 
is very important here is the solution, or part of the solution – the bulk of the solution, 
I should say, to the climate change challenge for all us is a simple word, it’s 
partnership.  We’re going to have to find the right partnership between, as I said, 
businesses, government, communities, consumers.  And there will be challenging 
conversations.  It won’t be easy because there will be some trade-offs – trade-offs 
about economic, about growth.  And it was even before COVID-19.  This climate 
change question is not going to disappear.  It is there, and we need collectively to find 
a solution.  Yes, the priority for everybody is COVID-19, and people are working hard 
across multiple industries, as we all know, but we can’t ignore this climate change 
question.  But partnership is going to be the way forward.   

And the only thing I can say to that is, from a Rio standpoint, we want to be part of the 
solution.  We want to put the tough questions on the table, acknowledging that we 
don’t have all the answers; quite the opposite.  So, we’re not going to – and I want to 
be very humble here, we don’t have all the answers.  We are looking at many, many 
options but the approach we’re having is through partnership.  And I think the 
examples that we discussed again and again today about ELYSIS, which is a 
partnership with the governments of Quebec and the federal government of Canada.  
And one other peer is Alcoa is a good example.  The Baowu-Tsinghua partnership is 
another good example of it.   

We don’t have all the answers, okay? We’re just going to try and work hard in order to 
find the solution to this problem, or participate on how we can find a solution.  We’re 
not here to lecture anyone or any government on how they should do their business; 
that’s not our job.  And anyway, as I said, we don’t have the answers, but we 
acknowledge that we need to work together.  We think that there is a pathway on the 
back of what we see, what we know, between now and 2030.  But beyond 2030 is 
unchartered territory, and we know that R&D and the policy setting will be very, very 
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important.  And we are ready to commit time, resources and, as I said, $1 billion in the 
next five years in order to get to this point.   

But for us it’s about being pragmatic, working on the situation.  I’m not sure we’ll find 
all the solutions by ourselves – definitely not, and that’s why partnership is the way 
forward.  I think we may have time for one last question. 

 

QUESTION:  

Good morning.  So, I just want to go back to water for a moment.  We talked a lot 
about the steel-making technologies, etc., and changes.  Do you envisage any 
fundamental changes to water consumption around the production of sulphide copper 
that can – and how do you understand fully aquifer recharge?  And I guess the 
backdrop to this is the noise around Escondida and a potential issue with the 
government in Chile. 

 

J-S Jacques:  

Okay, no worries.  Nigel, do you want to talk about the technologies – water 
consumption, water recycling? 

 

 

Nigel Steward, Head of Technical-Processing:  

Yeah, sure.  It’s one of the things that we’re very actively pursuing.  I think if you noticed 
in Theresia’s presentation, in the copper business we recycle large quantities of water 
in our systems.  So, in the case of OT it’s graded at 80%.  So what we try and do as 
much as possible is conserve as much water as we can in all of our operations, and 
recover as much as we can.  So, that’s one of the ways in which to mitigate this.   

The other thing that we’re actively pursuing from an R&D perspective is looking more 
and more at people we can partner with, as J-S mentioned, to see how we can 
significantly reduce our water consumption through processing.  And particularly in the 
case of copper, it’s setting ourselves that challenge about whether we can actually 
move towards dry processing.  Again, no-one knows the answer to that at the moment 
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but we feel there’s a lot of very bright and intelligent people out there who can support 
us on that journey.  So again, we stress that point of partnerships, not only for climate 
change but for water as well. 

 

J-S Jacques:  

Thank you Nigel.  Theresia, do you want to answer the question about do we 
understand the recharge of the aquifer, in a broad way?  I mean, I don’t want to make 
too much comment about Escondida, I mean, it’s run by BHP and I think I just want to 
be careful what I say here.  But there are maybe some other examples.  I don't know 
if you want to use the example of Oyu Tolgoi or any other example that comes to your 
mind in order to explain how we look at it and the validity of modelling. 

 

Theresia Ott:  

Sure, thanks J-S.  So, I mean, OT is one of the best examples, or Oyu Tolgoi, given 
that it’s in such an arid region.  So, in the Gobi Desert, we’ve assessed the water risk 
there, and what we do is access a deep saline aquifer that is actually not available and 
was previously undiscovered. This doesn’t interfere with the water that local herders, 
for example, use from shallower wells; it’s a completely separate aquifer.  And the 
investigations that we have done to date prove that we have more than enough water 
reserves to sustain our operation.  And in fact, we’re not allowed to use more than 
20% of that aquifer over the next 40 years.  But our modelling shows, as I said, that 
there’s more than enough there for us to go through.   

As Nigel suggested, part of that solution is really relying on our production methods 
that are really focused on recycling and water efficiency.  Thanks J-S. 

 

J-S Jacques:  

Thank you Theresia.  Thank you for your question.  I’m going to have to wrap it up, 
we’ve reached the hour, let me say thank you for joining us.  As we said, we want to 
be part of the solution.  We want to have an ongoing dialogue.  We don’t have all the 
answers.  Some of the questions are going to be tricky, some of the conversations are 
going to be tricky, but we want to foster these conversations.   
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Partnership is going to be absolutely key, and I think you’ve heard it and I think we 
gave you some examples.  So, if I step back, our aim at Rio Tinto remains to perform 
today, and I can tell you there is lots of activities to deal with the immediate tragedy in 
relation to COVID-19 – so, perform today, and transform for tomorrow.  But tomorrow 
that will no doubt be very different from today.  Under any future scenario, we remain 
certain that both a strong financial and sustainability performance will be the key to 
continuing to serve our customers, communities and shareholders well.  That’s what 
we’ve been doing for 147 years and that’s what our ambition is for the future.   

On this note, thank you very much, thank you for your questions, and looking forward 
to continuing this discussion in the coming months, years and decades.  Thank you 
very much, bye for now. 
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